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With this report, we would like to provide you with an overview of the highlights of World
Migratory Bird Day 2017.
We will first come back to the characteristics of this year’s campaign, the various challenges
we had to face. You will then have a quick overview of the main activities carried out under
WMBD. And finally, we will give you a brief insight of what could be essential for this campaign
in the immediate future.

I.

Who is behind this campaign?
Partners, theme and budget

World Migratory Bird Day relies on a strong partnership: it includes key organizations engaged
in the conservation of migratory birds that join forces to organize a global campaign which
inspires people to take action and conduct activities around the annual theme of the
campaign. The 2017 theme for WMBD is therefore in line with the priorities and activities of
its key partners: BirdLife International (BLI), the East Asian-Australasian Flyway Partnership
(EAAFP), Wetlands International, the International Council for Game and Wildlife
Conservation (CIC) and UN Environment (UNEP).
With the 2017 theme "Their Future is our Future - A healthy planet for migratory birds and
people", World Migratory Bird Day helped shed light on the topic of "Sustainable
Development for Wildlife and People". The 2017 theme is linked to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals and highlights the interdependence of people and nature, and more
specifically people and migratory birds, as they share the same planet and the same limited
resources. Human activity can have a negative impact on birds’ migration, while humankind
relies on birds in many ways. The 2017 campaign aimed at highlighting the fact that
conserving migratory birds also contributes to the sustainable management of our natural
resources, demonstrating that bird conservation is also crucial for the future of humankind.
Despite its ambitious message and the importance of this awareness-raising campaign, the
funding of the basics turned out to be even more challenging than in previous years.
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The essence of WMBD: engagement and volunteerism

WMBD is based on individual actions around the world, allowing people to take ownership of
this amazing communication opportunity and show the world what matters to them.
As an answer to the lack of financial resources, the 2017 was carried out by motivated and
dedicated people around the world. For the first time, CMS and AEWA cooperated with UNV
to take advantage of its online volunteerism programme. The two core communication
products of the campaign, the poster and the trailer, were created by professional designers
from Portugal and the United States, who offered their time and talent for the sake of
migratory birds and the important message we wanted to deliver.

Campaign’s poster:

Campaign’s trailer:
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II.

What did WMBD 2017 trigger?
Website and Newsroom

As our central hub for the campaign, the World Migratory Bird Day website covered a broad range of
topics related to the question of sustainability associated to birds. This year the presentation of the
theme on the website followed a new concept, with a selection of seven birds that are representative
of different species groups which migrate over different flyways, but all face various threats during
their life cycle. With a focus on habitat loss and overharvesting, which are affecting birds all around
the world, these seven flagship species were ambassadors for the fate of migratory birds generally
and helped people understand what these threats are, what is at stake, and what we can do to help
them. This information was supported by various products, such as videos or articles, published in the
website “Newsroom”, a special section on the front page which brought together the most interesting
stories and content of the campaign. These stories helped to give life to the 2017 theme,
demonstrating how the threats to migratory birds impact life in general in different regions of the
world - with a regional accent on Asia and Africa. Here are some examples:

http://www.worldmigratorybirdday.org/news/2017/stopping-habitat-loss-china-proposes-yellow-sea-beadded-world-heritage-tentative-list-0
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http://www.worldmigratorybirdday.org/news/2017/conserving-waterbirds-africa%E2%80%99s-sahelosaharan-region

Social Media

World Migratory Bird Day 2017 was a success on social media, both Twitter and Facebook.
The hashtag #WorldMigratoryBirdDay had +26 million impressions and a potential reach of
+14 million users on Facebook. On twitter the hashtag #WMBD2017 had +7.5 million
impressions and a potential reach of +3.9 million users. This year, especially the published
videos reached a high number of people around the world. The “Their Future Our Future
Trailer” alone reached about 80,000 people.
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The hashtag was shared on popular partner social media channels, such as UNEP, BMUB,
WWF or the United Nation’s SDG Campaign:
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Statistics
Twitter
Usage of #WorldMigratoryBirdDay:
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Top posts with #WorldMigratoryBirdDay:

Facebook
Organic reach on the 10th May:
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Social Media activity in the different regions of the world
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Events Around the World

In 2017, 259 events were registered on the global event map on the WMBD website. Events were
registered in 75 countries around the world. Events for WMBD ranged from communal birdwatching
activities to educational teachings or competitions, all in the spirit of “Their Future is Our Future”.
These events were organized by NGOs, nature parks, organizations, schools, governments, and
individuals, all wanting to celebrate or education on migratory birds of this planet.
The most events were registered in Romania this year, counting 20 activities on or throughout the
week of WMBD. Closely followed by Spain, where 18 events were registered for WMBD 2017. The aim
of most of the 2017 events was to convey the value of educating people about these stunning
creatures flying across countries and connecting continents and people throughout the year.
Educational activities were aimed at younger children, but also hunters or interested individuals could
explore nature trips coupled with bird watching and informational materials on avian migratory
species.
Here is an example from the Philippines, which not only had their own mascot but will also be hosting
the CMS 12th Conference of the Parties this year:
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Media Echo

The WMBD press release was distributed by the Regional Offices of UN Environment, which featured
it in three languages on the UNEP website, and to the WMBD media list. The official UN News Centre
published an article, radio interviews and two videos.
In addition to the media, the press release was picked up by Partners, NGOs, and individual
conservationists around the world. At the occasion of World Migratory Bird Day, the World Heritage
Centre used its powerful network to draw attention to the importance of World Heritage sites for
migratory birds.
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UN Radio interviewed CMS and AEWA staff in English and French. Deutsche Welle conducted an
interview with the Head of the CMS Avian Team. The campaign was announced in online Government
portals of CMS and AEWA Parties, which highlighted the event, explained the theme and announced
events.
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WMBD was featured in online media, radio broadcasts and TV in Africa, the Americas, Asia (China),
Australia, Europe and the Middle East. Telesur, the pan-Latin American terrestrial and satellite
television network featured the event online:

Since WMBD is widely established across the world with annual events in many countries, there is a
great deal of media coverage including in the five UN languages. Media echo was particularly
pronounced in China where the news agency Xinhua ran an article on the campaign.
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III. Towards an even more global campaign: joining forces with the
Americas
WMBD is growing – and as a successful, evolving campaign, it attracts new partners, new interest, and
potentially new possibilities for future cooperation.
The year 2017 has also been a breakthrough year when it comes to collaboration between World
Migratory Bird Day and the International Migratory Bird Day (IMBD), which was created in 1993 to
raise awareness of migratory birds and their conservation across the Western Hemisphere and the
Caribbean.
Both events are celebrated in May and highlight a central conservation theme each year. In the past,
the campaigns and their chosen themes have not been particularly aligned, which has led to some
public confusion regarding which event to recognize and observe. The growing cooperation between
CMS and AEWA (as the main organizations behind WMBD) and Environment for the Americas (as the
organization behind International Migratory Bird Day) and possible other partners is an exciting
development which will help to unify global efforts towards the common vision of creating a single
global event for migratory birds with a clear global conservation message to share.
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